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About This Game

Laika 1.0 was not a success. You, Laika 2.0, are.

As Laika 2.0 you'll experience the life of a special biologically enhanced KGB chimpanzee agent.
You'll need to avoid enemies, solve puzzles and dodge deadly traps along the way, in a beautiful environment mixed with an

appealing graphic.
You'll need to push yourself to the limit if you want to get to the end of your mission...alive.

Everything and everyone wants to kill you because there are things that should never be let out of their box.

Move silently to uncover all the mysteries of the Ogdoade in an extremely complex story.
Just when you feel you are close to the solution everything will start looking strange again, only to find yourself in an even

deeper slump.
Do you have what it takes to defeat the terrorists of the Ogdoade? Will you be able to succeed?

–––

The game is level based and every level is a composition of several revisitable rooms. The player's goal in each level is to
achieve an objective, getting through the puzzles lying in the rooms that separates his/her current room from the one where the

objective can be achieved. Also, objectives can be composite, consisting of two or three sub-objectives. Furthermore, every
level has a special puzzle room, that is the equivalent of a boss fight.

Laika 2.0 comes with only one difficulty mode, as every level is made to be harder than the previous one.
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Title: Laika 2.0
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Studio Albatros
Publisher:
Drink7 Studios
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel integrated

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: At least 3 bananas

English,Italian
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What this DLC does:
-Gives you a costume
-Makes it so this game doesn't dissapear from your library
-Supports a good game. This game is fun for a short while. As in 15 minutes. The price is reasonable considering how the game
has little content and a short goal, but that's it. Once you beat the game, there's no point in continuing. New update
Doesn't work
Still crashes
Move along

Previous reviews:
1) So... Surprise surprise! It's NOT abandonware. I'll eat those words with some salt and pepper if you don't mind but they
updated it and....

IT STILL CRASHES! I've tried several times to get the game to work but it still crashes after the first scene, I just get to the
loading screen now with some vocals and that's it. Well... was nice to think that they could do somehting.

Looks like the only thing deceptive is that they want us to think their games work.

2)
I don't want to think this is abandonware or anything. I mean they have several other games on Steam so I can't say that they
aren't around doing stuff but it seems that this is a game that either they 1) are just done trying to fix (last update about the game
was in August of last year) or 2) Just can't figure out what is actually wrong.

The game crashes after the opening, we all get that they HAVE to know about it. There's a pinned topic about it on their
discussion getting info on it. So they definitely know. But so far everything is quiet.

So until they actually start caring about this game again, stay away from it.. This game is awesome. Plenty of content for you
money. I was worried about buying it at first, but man I'm glad I did. This is a game thats just about racing. Hop in a ride and
go!!!! Great Tracks and locations!! Graphics arn't bad either for PC. The cons are the voice overs and the music.. well the music
is ok. The main gripe I have is the camera views when driving the larger vehicles. The camera is right behind them so its hard to
see in front of you if you like driving like that. There are some cars you have to pay for which is ridiculous. As for the difficulty
it can get real hard if you put it on hard. If you play on medium don't expect to run away with the lead everytime. The AI will
stay right there on you @$$ which is a good. I've had a good time with this game so far and I can see myself getting most of the
dlc that drops for this if the price is right. ( I bought the deluxe edition when it was on sale. ). It's a mediocre game. Boring
combat system and very linear gameplay. The quests aren't very exciting either.
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(In case \u201c0.1 hours\u201d looks odd, yeah, I played this in offline mode, just ran up a few minutes here so Steam would let
me post a review)

Anyway, this was lovely.

I sometimes don\u2019t get on all that well with the \u201cfind the right order to do things in on this grid\u201d genre of puzzle
games; there\u2019s an unfortunate tendency for them to explode into incomprehensibly gargantuan possibility spaces. But
Dissembler keeps everything calm and low-stakes, which is probably why it never frustrated me. Being free to \u2018undo\u2019
as much as you like helps there, but I also appreciated the lack of extraneous interruptions and scoring (there is a scored mode if
you care for it, I just don\u2019t), and also just the aesthetics of the thing. The varied palettes and clean shapes make for some
great compositions, and the central flip\/click mechanism has a satisfying low-key physicality. Altogether it works to de-emphasise
\u201cvictory\u201d in favour of just fiddling with colourful objects at your own pace, which is refreshing.

There were a couple of puzzles toward the end of the main set where I did feel a bit \u201cnah, a few too many initial
combinations here, this isn\u2019t great fun\u201d, but that\u2019s okay, you can always skip over one you\u2019re struggling
with, or unlock everything from the options menu.

Some puzzle games want to be an instructor CHALLENGING YOU TO PASS THEIR INGENIOUS TESTS TO PROVE YOUR
WORTH, but Dissembler is more like a parent handing you a box of old wooden puzzles to play with while they read the Saturday
paper and water the plants. More of that, please.. As a guy fired from the team said,its not ready to be released,this game needs a
lot of work,this isn't even early access,i spent just some minutes on the game and liked,so the game may have potential but not
now,give it some time and love,this game can be really good with new animations,new menu (really it needs a lot) and
improvements to the guns,i would buy it myself if they improve the game,but a release right now isn't the best option.

EDIT:
I just heard the devs are going to get a new team and they're rebuilding the game from the ground,my hopes are up again and i will
change my review if they manage to turn this game around,but let's see what they can do as this game has a lot of potential.. Really
boring unrewarding DO NOT BUY. maya says im lacking in depth. This is an exercise in frustration. Some units take one hit to
destory. Some units take two hits to destroy. Combat is resovled by rolling a six sided die and needing a certain number to hit.
Grenades, for example, miss on 1-3 and hit on 4-6, so a 50% chance to hit. One hit equals death of a one-hit unit, reduction to one-
hit side if a full-strength two-hit unit. So you have a full strangth an enemy unit is within firing range. If you use your guns, you'll
hit on a 5 or 6. Your infantry can perform one action on their turn, and that assumes you have enough orders. You may have six
units on the map but only able to issue orders to three of them. And if your unit having one of your orders dies before getting to
perform its action, too bad. You've lost your order as well as your unit.

So suppose you have a two-hit infantry unit and a half-strength machine gun unit defending in woods. (Machine guns at full-
strength can take only 1 hit before being destroyed.) So in the previous turn, two enemy infantry move to point-blank range of your
units. Great, easy pickings, right? Nope. Issue an order to your machine gun to take action first, then have your infantry unit
perform an action. Oh, wait, the enemy fires first. So their unit staning in an open field at point blank range lobs a grenade at your
machine gun, rolls a 5. Your machine gun is dead without being able to do a thing. The grenade also affects your infantry and they
roll a 4 so it is reduced to its 1-hit side. But your infantry can now fire. So you fire your rifles at the enemy, needing a 3, 4, 5, or 6
to hit. Oh, look, a 2. No effect. Then the other enemy unit throws a grenade at your infantry, rolls a 4 and your infantry is
destroyed as well.

So your troops are dug in along a tree-line overlooking an open field. Enemy infantry fill the field in front of your units. Your
machine gun just sits there watching this all happen as grenades rip them to pieces. Meanwhile, your infantry support, behind the
shelter of the trees, can't inflict a single hit on the infantry standing around in the open field. What great fun.. Has a lot of
potential. I like the transitions between space exploration and internal fights a lot. It feels like it needs to be a little smoother and
maybe a tad slower... I don't meen the action or the fights... just the pacing and the movement. At this point I can't reccomend it but
I want to see it improve!. Its a fun puzzle game, even if it is based off another one of their games. Each puzzle depicting a scene
from RADical ROACH and the OST being mostly the same as well. The pictures can be a bit tricky due to the darkish and post-
apocalyptic imagery, but on average this is a must-buy for a pixel-puzzles fan.
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